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Message from the President
Hi to all members,
With mid-year fast approaching, it’s great to be able to report that the PIA is delivering outcomes 
across a wide range of activities. Your Council is pro-actively working with other organisations to 
create opportunities for networking, and increasing the PIA’s profile, as you can see in this month’s 
newsletter.  
From our recent breakfast in Melbourne, where members had the opportunity to meet with Victorian 
Manufacturing minister Richard Dalla Riva, through to our magical mystery bus tour for members 
to Castlemaine and Tocumwal, PIA is always looking at new ways to engage with & support our 
members.
Our seminar program includes the upcoming Mining & Resources seminar in Brisbane during August, 
as well as a major pump industry exhibition in Melbourne during October. 

Your ideas, suggestions and contributions on how we can improve our services are also welcome.

Harry Katunar
President

PIA Breakfast Meeting – 21 March 2012
The Breakfast Meeting at the Carlton Football Club was very well attended and members were able to hear from 4 
speakers on matters of interest to our Industry. Under the heading of “Future challenges for Australian businesses”, the 
keynote speaker, the Hon. Richard Dalla Riva, Victorian Minister for Employment, Industrial Relations & Manufacturing, 
Exports & Trade, covered the new initiatives introduced by the Victorian 
Government to stimulate and support manufacturing. Copies of the 
booklet “A more competitive manufacturing industry” were available for 
attendees. Additional copies can be obtained from the Business Victoria 
website.

The Minister went on to outline how the State Government had 
streamlined the policies surrounding manufacturing, including increased 
support for SME’s to participate in Government contracts. Members are 
encouraged to follow up on these initiatives, if they seem attractive to 
your businesses.

A leaflet on the Victorian Training Guarantee was also available, providing 
information on subsidised training programs that may be helpful to share 
the cost of training of employees to develop the skills base in Victoria. 
There were 3 other short presentations which provided a more detailed 
analysis of the problems experienced at the business coal-face by PIA 
members and other Industry Associations. 

• Simon Bradwell outlined the frustrations of the Fan Industry in working 
with Government on MEPS for fans

• Bou Spithoven talked about the barriers faced by Small Enterprises 
and how his firm was too big to be small and too small to be big in the 
context of government subsidies and support initiatives.

• Finally, David Marshall of the Performance Centre presented some 
new concepts about executive motivation and how business can be 
improved by adopting the right incentive schemes.

All in all, this was a very interesting meeting and PIA thanks all the 
presenters for their contributions.
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Ron Astall, Harry Katunar, Richard Dalla Riva

Bou Spithoven of CAP Industries
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The PIA May ‘Bush Bash’
Bright and early on Friday 11th May, some 30 PIA members and partners assembled on the front lawn of KSB Australia, before 
boarding the bus at 8.00 am which was to take us “bush” for visits to Castlemaine and Tocumwal. Ahead of us lay factory visits 
to Flowserve and Batescrew, as well as the General Meeting for this quarter. We were also promised the best rib-eye steak in 
Australia by Michael Bate, if we stayed for dinner at the local pub. Just try to stop us!!!

John Link provided everybody with a nametag so we know who to blame if there were trouble makers and we set off Northwards 
to pick up the Calder, taking the old goldmining route to Castlemaine via Diggers Rest, Kyneton and Woodend. Road-works 
at Keilor nearly brought us to a grinding halt, but thanks to Rainer Wiemann, we were able to navigate the driver around the 
obstacle. Everybody was in good spirits, although the President was critical of Kevin Wilson’s edict that no alcohol was allowed 
on board. (OH&S gone mad!)

More of the Factory visits later, but your scribe would like to outline the strong social interaction that occurred on this trip deep 
into country Victoria. The wives managed to keep us well-behaved with Roberta, Lois, Tania, Nina and Lynne keeping an eye 
on things. While the boys were visiting Flowserve, our ladies explored the High Street in Castlemaine and enjoyed some sight-
seeing with Andrew (the bus driver) before joining us for lunch. 

After a very nice spread provided by Flowserve, we all boarded the bus again for the 3½ hour journey to Tocumwal. This took 
us through Bendigo, Elmore (site of the well-known Elmore Field days) & Shepparton, finally to Tocumwal, where we stayed 
at the Kingswood Motel.

After a quick freshen-up and joining forces with the Wilson’s and the Thuraisingam’s, the boys were dropped off at Batescrew, 
while the ladies went to explore the antique shops in the town centre and grab a latte with the new girls in the party. They joined 
up with us again at Batescrew just in time for a glass of wine and a snack, before we all “left the building” for a short trip to the 
Farmers Arms. Our party nearly took over the place and there were some 40 people who sat down to dinner together. Friday 
night in Tocumwal certainly swings and it was great to have several staff members from Batescrew to join with us that evening. 
Suffice it to say, the rib-eye steaks were all that Michael promised, and the lamb-shanks were pretty good too. A great night 
was had by all. We should definitely do this more often. A special thanks to friends at Batescrew for their great organisation 
on the day. 

Everybody was up early on Saturday and after a good hearty breakfast (for only $8.00 per head) it was back to the bus. Andrew 
was raring to go at 9.00 am, so we set off again for Melbourne. Lots of chat about country hospitality, where should we go next, 
you can imagine that everybody was pretty satisfied with the “getaway”.

After a brief pit-stop in Nagambie, the bus arrived back at Tottenham, where Jim Hamill was there to greet us and let us retrieve 
our cars from the KSB carpark. We extend our thanks to KSB for their help in this regard.

The Flowserve Visit
Members are probably aware that the Thompson family of Castlemaine started business as Miners, Flourmillers, Engineers & 
Church-builders in 1852, before founding the engineering business of Thompson’s & Co in 1875.

Since that time, the plant in Castlemaine has been actively involved in manufacturing of equipment like steam engines, boilers 
and condensers, rail-track and, of course, pumping equipment. The factory has survived a series of mergers, take-overs and 
rationalisations over the past 137 years. Through the 1970’s and 1980’s, Thompsons was a major supplier to projects in the 
Public Utilities sector and also developed the “Titan” group of products illustrated by the Hydro-Titan, Super-Titan and the 
Terra-Titan. These products were developed to meet the needs of major Industrial companies like BHP and are well known for 
their rugged reliability. It was nice to see these products are still built in Castlemaine even today.

In 1987, Thompsons Byron Jackson merged with Kelly & Lewis to form TKL, but now the company is owned and operated by 
Flowserve of USA, since it was acquired in 2004.  It is now part of a major worldwide pump group and is still operating as a 
manufacturing and assembly facility with a focus on the Engineered pump business. 

We appreciated the invitation from Flowserve to inspect the works as they now stand and it is evident that a lot of investment 
has been put into the streamlining of manufacturing processes. There is also a strong focus on safety, cleanliness and, most 
importantly, skills development. The company continues to train apprentices in the specialist skills necessary for the assembly 
of pumping equipment required to operate in harsh conditions.

A selection of photos from the Factory has been supplied by Flowserve and we thank Simon Andrew for his help in organising 
what was a very interesting Factory tour for our Group.

...Photos overleaf.
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The General Meeting at Batescrew
Because members were a bit travel weary, Harry dispensed with the usual formalities of a General Meeting and we were 
treated to an outline of the Batescrew business by Michael Bate, the son of the founder of Batescrew Pumps in Tocumwal. 
When we heard about the history of the business, it is evident that the Bate family is an important part of the community in 
the area. Michael went on to say that he feels a strong obligation to support Australian manufacturing jobs in rural areas, both 
within his own business and within his supply chain.

He has an important apprenticeship scheme in place, because he recognises that, while the technology of axial and mixed flow 
pumps is well established, the expertise necessary to achieve the required alignment accuracy of such long column and shaft 
assemblies cannot be imported. It requires locally available skills and these are part of Batescrew’s core competence in their 
business. Cheaper options come and go, but Michael recognises the need for patience and persistence, as the wheel turns 
full circle. Unfortunately many other businesses have a very short time horizon and these skills are lost.

Michael invited members to view the Factory and see what Batescrew does at a manufacturing level. Sure, it is not rocket 
science, but the level of commitment to quality in production processes of rolling, welding and final alignment of steel columns 
was clearly present. Batescrew are acknowledged leaders in this area of manufacturing technology. (More of this later).  

Michael’s presentation was followed by a talk by Ted Hatty, President of Southern Irrigators Council, which covered an Irrigators 
perspective of the Murray Darling Basin Plan. It was evident that Ted was passionate about this issue and outlined what he 
sees as the key issues. His main concern appeared to be that decisions were being made by politicians who had no local 
knowledge or expertise in the matter, but were being guided by environmentalists and city dwellers in focus groups, who have 
not properly understood the extent of the problems.  Australia is a country of droughts and flooding rains. Any plan has to deal 
with this basic fact and share the resource in the best way possible for all stakeholders. As questions were being taken, the 
ladies joined us and pump business had to make way for more general topics of conversation.

Michael and his team of Ron Hayes and Len Connor then invited us to have some refreshment and the meeting was closed 
with everyone enjoying Batescrew hospitality.
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The Batescrew Story
Batescrew  Pumps & Valves Australia is a family owned business 
which has been operating in Tocumwal since 1950. Started by 
Duncan Bate, the business has concentrated on manufacturing 
a variety of products which include borehole pumps, axial flow 
pumps, dairy sludge pumps, channel control valves and packaged 
multivalve dam pumping systems. 
Batescrew designs and builds pumping equipment to meet specific 
client requirements and has the capacity to manage specialist 
engineering contracts including installation on site. Batescrew 
customers include government agencies and private operators in 
Australia as well as the Pacific Basin and ASEAN countries.

One of their current orders is to build 7  x 24/30 2 stage pumps for the Comdain Hattah Lakes project near Robinvale Victoria. The 
pumps will be moving Environmental flow river water from the Murray River at Chalka Creek intake into the Kulkyne National Park 
and will simulate natural flooding which no longer occurs. It is hoped these flows will bring life back into the forest.
Each pump is some 20 metres long and set to deliver 1680 l/sec each at 12.05m total dynamic head. The fabricated columns 
were passing through the Factory at the time of the PIA visit and delegates were impressed to see the level of expertise 
demonstrated in the production process. 
In addition to the fabrication facility, Batescrew has an in-house test capability to conduct performance tests on pumps up to 
1800 l/sec and 250 kW. However, it is Batescrew’s commitment to Customer Service that has seen it survive the tough times 
in the past. The team are rightly proud of the ability to help customers old and new to solve problems, as well as provide parts 
and technical expertise for products that need some TLC.
This is a business based on traditional Australian values and long may it prosper.
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Upgrade of PIA Handbooks

Alan Rowan is continuing with the task  of updating the PIA handbooks and we hope to have the new editions available for 
sale at the PIA Exhibition & Seminar planned for 9/10 October 2012

Pipe Friction Handbook
Work is well advanced on this update and while there are still a few issues to resolve, 
Alan has this under control. 

Technical Handbook
This requires considerably more work and Council has approved a plan to allocate more 
resources to the writing and editing of some new sections as well as significant updating 
of some existing sections. If anyone is interested in helping out, please let Kevin Wilson 
know and he will advise Alan accordingly.

1) AMCA and the BIM MEP Aus software proposal.

a) You may recall that PIA was endeavouring to negotiate a favourable deal with KarelCAD to help our members become 
early adopters of the Revit software package required to participate in the BIM MEP Aus system for major Building 
Services projects.  Council authorized another approach to KarelCAD to review their “one-size-fits-all” approach to the 
issue, but I regret to advise this was unsuccessful. 

b) As a result, PIA wrote to AMCA asking for their intervention on the matter. Unfortunately, their response was not 
particularly helpful and an extract of their letter is provided below:-

 “ I can advise that a service level agreement is now in place between AMCA and KarelCAD in order to measure and 
evaluate the interaction within the building services sector. The SLA sets out an obligation for Revit software, design 
content and manufacturer’s content becoming appropriately managed within the industry. There are a series of KPI’s 
with associated performance benchmarks, clear time frames and dedicated review processes in place. These should 
provide assurance that any pricing structures must provide commercial viability and market adoption.  Should these 
KPI’s not be achieved, then AMCA will cease to support KarelCAD’s solutions within the building service sector” 

 At this stage we know of only one member who has signed up to the KarelCAD proposal. This decision was made 
independently of PIA  and we are not supporting the current pricing model. Members must reach their own business 
decision on adoption of the BIM MEP Aus system, but in our view, SME’s are clearly disadvantaged on the current 
pricing model. 

c) AMCA has also advised us that they will be launching a training module for BIM MEP Aus and they invite PIA members 
to test this out and comment accordingly. All you need to do is contact Sumit Oberoi at AMCA (Sumit@amca.com.au) 
and he will provide you with an access code. 

2) AIRAH – request for participation

a) AIRAH has invited PIA to participate in the review and update of their pump handbook. They would like us to help 
with this publication on Centrifugal Pumps for the HVAC&R industry – DA01 Centrifugal Pumps, last updated in 1998. 
Anyone interested should contact Keith Sanders, who will act as liaison for this project on behalf of PIA.

b) AIRAH  is also working with DCCEE looking at harmonising commercial building energy simulation modelling protocols. 
This follows on from some initial work AIRAH undertook to review the three main modelling protocols (NABERS, 
Greenstar, and BCA Section JV). One of the areas to be considered is around pumps and how best to model them in 
the protocols. Ian Swain from DCCEE is the project manager and will provide some more details about what is involved. 
Keith Sanders will also keep tabs on this development on behalf of PIA, but if any member has a specific interest, then 
please contact Keith.

3) UK Awards

 The Pump Industry Award in UK are a celebration of excellence in the Pump Industry, Rainer Wiemann provided us with 
this news item about awards made in Solihull, in March 2012.

 • Technical innovation of the year – XHD slurry pump from ITT-Goulds
 • Manufacturer of the year – KSB 
 • Supplier of the year – WEG Electric motors
 All of these companies have Australian affiliates who are members of PIA.  Congratulations to all concerned. Perhaps 

we can start a similar award system in Australia?

4) New Standard

 Ken Kugler has advised the Standards Australia has released a new standard for General Conditions of Contract for 
Consultants (AS 4122-2010).  The media contact is nicholas.davy@standards.org.au
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New Members
The Council is delighted with the results of our membership drive and PIA is pleased to welcome some new members 
approved at the May Council Meeting. However, even more pleasing is the application for Acromet to re-join the Association, 
after a 3 year absence.

a) Acromet (Aust) Pty Ltd provides innovative solutions for a wide   range of  Chemical Liquid and

 Dry Material Handling demands. Products include:-
 •   Specialised Process Pumps to API.610, 675 and 685
 •   Australia’s only Metering Pump Manufacturer
 •   Dry Material Handling Systems

 Acromet’s extensive experience and proven track record allow the company to deliver cost effective material handling 
solutions to meet their client’s operational demands.  

b) Toshiba International Corporation Pty Ltd, Parramatta NSW has joined as an Associate Member. 
 The company commenced operations in Australia in 1978, as a wholly owned subsidiary of Toshiba Corporation – Japan, 

which itself was established in 1875.  The organisation represents the Infrastructure Systems business segment in the 
Oceania region. There are three main business units (Power Systems, Industrial Systems, and Social Infrastructure 
Systems) which operate dynamically to provide excellence in technology products, systems and services, promoting 
quality and reliability.

c) Paterson Pumps, in Moama Victoria are active in the irrigation pump business. The company has been in   operating 
since 1960 and has been very successful in producing a highly efficient, non-corroding pump for industrial and rural 
applications. 

d) Queensland Fire Pumps, Arana Hills, Qld. As one of Queensland’s experts in Fire Pump installation, service & repair, the 
company is fully Insured, BSA licensed as well as being FPA and MPA members. 

e) Jay James Gutteridge is located on Dent Island, Qld. Jay has joined as a Private member and wants to learn more about 
pumps. What better place to learn this black art.

Celebrating 50 years in the business, Acromet’s 
cutting-edge design, diverse product lines and 
dedicated customer support has positioned them 
as an industry leader. The company produces ‘state 
of the art’ equipment for process industries, potable 
water and waste water treatment, food and a variety 
of other Industrial sectors. The company is based in 
Victoria and has an office in Parramatta.

Head Office & Factory
14 Winterton Road
Clayton, Vic 3168

Forthcoming Events
10 July 2012 – Breakfast meeting at Whitehorse Centre, Whitehorse Rd., Nunawading.
3 speakers will present items of interest for members; Attendance fee $25.00 to cover breakfast

28 August 2012 – General Meeting in Brisbane – venue and details to be confirmed

29 August 2012 – Full day Seminar – “Pumping Equipment for the Resources Sector”. 
This will be held at the Chifley Hotel in Brisbane; Attendance fee $200 with “early bird” discount of 10% for bookings before 
1 August2012. Members-please let your clients know about this event.

9/10 October 2012 – PIA Pump Exhibition & Seminar program - This event will be held at the Whitehorse Centre in 
Nunawading. A full package of details will be available for interested members to plan their participation and promote our 
Industry capability. Stands start at $750 for 2m x 2.5 m and larger stands are also available. For more details please contact 
Kevin Wilson.

Keith Sanders 
Editor


